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Abstract
Body surface scanning data are mostly stored in point-cloud format currently. This paper describes a
novel body surface profile information recording method for the human body, which called shape map
format. It adopts novel surface morphological information processing methodology, which is able to
retrieve and store both the two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) information of the waist to
hip section. Compared to the point-cloud data format, its presentation is more intuitive; its resolution
rate is higher; its sampled point distribution is better for surface modeling and its size is much smaller,
which is only about 12% of the original form. We have designed two data processing modules in
Matlab that convert the body surface scanning data from point-cloud format to shape map format and
conversely. Its performance have been evaluated using the 3D scanning data of the waist to hip
human body section sampled using a [TC] 2 3D scanner.
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1. Introduction
3D scanning technique is widely used in various research areas, such as health, apparel fit, clinical
nutrition [1-4]. It is also an essential part for 3D body model building, which plays an important role in
several domains such as computer-aided design [5], facial expression [6], and 3D digital human body
model analysis [7]. In previous research, the 3D scanning equipment digitized/sampled the object’s
surface point by point and stored in the form of point cloud data [8]. However, a point cloud data of
body could occupy up to several Megabyte (MB), it becomes costly when the data base grows large.
For example, SizeUSA, which is a comprehensive sizing survey of the U.S. population, conducted by
the [TC] 2 company, scanned nearly 11,000 individuals. The [TC] 2 3D scanner output the scanning
result in .obj format file, which contains the 3D Cartesian coordinates of the surface points and the
surface information which is based on the surface points using 3D modelling technique. The size of
the .obj file of a full human body is about 3.5 MB. With only the point-cloud information, its size still can
reach about 2 MB per person. So the SizeUSA body scanning point-cloud data set will occupy about
22 Gigabyte (GB), causing a significant load for storing. Another point is that, these data cannot be
used directly, as further processing is needed before data retrieving or image processing. The points in
the point-cloud data spread unevenly on the surface of the scanned subject, which requires
pre-processing such as filtering and hole-filling before surface can be constructed on them. It will be a
very time-consuming task when the size of data base is huge.
To solve these problems, we developed a novel body surface profile information recording method for
the human body, which is called shape map format. It processes the point-cloud data by constructing
new sampling points and storing as portable network graphics (PNG) format files which not only
contains all the original points but also increases the scanning data’s resolution rate; decrease the data
storing size, provides a better support for surface modeling and presents in a more intuitive way. We
have designed two data processing modules in Matlab that be able to convert the body surface
scanning data from point-cloud format to shape map format and conversely. We tested the shape map
2
method by converting point-cloud data of waist to hip body section of 75 individuals using the [TC] 3D
scanner. The results showed that the shape map data occupied about 12% storage room and
improved the resolution about 266%.
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2. Methodology
2.1. From point-cloud data to shape map data
The 3D scanning equipment scans the sample object and stores the 3D location information of the
points in point-cloud data which contains only their Cartesian coordinate’s values. Figure 1 left shows
all the points of a point-cloud data in 3D. Firstly the human body is segmented into head, trunk, left
hand, right hand, left foot and right foot using body landmark as shown in figure 1 right. All these parts
appear in the shape where all the points are on the surface of an irregular cylinder in 3D space (see
figure 2).

Fig. 1. Left: points in 3D based on point-cloud data information;
Right: segment the body with body landmark.

Fig. 2. Waist to hip section of a scanned body surface.

Secondly, all the points will be aligned to where the Pointmean is on the Z-axis as figure 3 shown, while
Pointmean is defined as following:

P o in t m e a n ( x , y ) = P o in t a ll ( x , y )

(1)

Where Pointmean is the mean point and Pointall is all the points in this section.
So the alignment process can be presented as folllwing:

P o in t a lig n e d ( x , y ) = P o in t a ll ( x , y ) − P o in t m e a n ( x , y )
Where Pointaligned is the points aligned.
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Fig. 3. Waist to hip section of a scanned body surface.

Thirdly, Pointaligned(x,y,z) will be converted into Polar coordinate to get Pointaligned(r,Θ,z) (see figure 4
left). It is obvious that the points in point-cloud data are sampled unevenly from the object’s surface.
However, a uniform distribution of the surface is often required to guarantee a hole-free rendering of
the surface [9]. To achieve an even distribution of surface we employ Gridfit method [10]. The Gridfit
estimates a surface on a 2d grid, based on scattered data Pointaligned(r,Θ,z). It adopts a modified ridge
estimator to generate the surface approximate the Pointaligned(r,Θ,z), where the bias is toward
smoothness. It is not an interpolant. Its goal is a smooth surface which is similar to the human surface
shown as figure 5. The 201X101 sized evenly distributed grid on surface has 20301 intersection points,
and the location of these points, Pointgrid(r,Θ,z), are regarded as the sampled point for shape map data.

Fig. 4. Pointaligned(r,Θ,z) in 3D space.
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Fig. 5. Pointaligned(r,Θ,z) in 3D space.

Finally, a PNG file is created to store the Pointgrid(r,Θ,z) in the form of gray level value. To achieve this,
we converted the Pointgrid(r,Θ,z) into a 2D matrix ShapeMap(x’,y’), which is defined as

Θ +π
+1
S te p x
z -m in ( z )
y'=
+1
S te p y
x'=

(3)

(4)

S h a p e M a p ( x ', y ') = r * 1 0 0

(5)
Where Stepx is the length of each grid in Θ-axis direction, whose default value is 0.0314. Stepy is the
length of each grid in z-axis direction, whose default value is (max(z)-min(z))/100 . The value of
ShapeMap(x’,y’) is 100 times of the value of r then rounded to nearest integer. The reason to magnify
its value by 100 times is to reserve the precision to percentile when converted to a gray level value
which must be an integer.
2.1.1. Shape map PNG file specification
Figure 6 shows an example of shape map PNG file. It contains two main parts: the caption and shape
map value (see figure 7). The caption part contains the file name and the value of min (z) and max (z)
described in section 2.1. The ShapeMap(x’,y’) value is stored as the 16 bit gray level value for the PNG
file.

Fig. 6. PNG file: G1_684.8125_946.3625

Fig. 7. Shape map PNG layout

2.2. From shape map data to point-cloud data
To retrieve the body scanning point-cloud data from a shape map PNG file, the caption and shape map
value must be read to obtain: ShapeMap(x’,y’), file name, min(z), max(z). Refer to section 2.1, the
point-cloud data Pointgrid(r,Θ,z) can be obtained as following:
r = S h a p M a p ( x ', y ')
(6)

Θ = − π + ( x ' − 1) * S te p x
z = m in ( z ) + ( y ' − 1) * S te p y
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(7)
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And the Pointgrid(x’’,y’’,z’’) can be obtained by converting the Polar coordinate’s values of Pointgrid(r,Θ,z)
to Cartesian coordinate’s values.

3. Results and discussion
We tested the shape map method by converting point-cloud data of waist to hip body section of 75
individuals using the [TC] 2 3D scanner with the Matlab modules. It took 95.4 seconds to convert the
whole set of point-cloud data to shape map data, average 1.3 seconds per sample. While it took 15.2
seconds to retrieve the point-cloud data from the shape map data, average 0.2 seconds per sample on
a PC with Inter(R) Core(TM) Duo CPU E8500@ 3.16GHz and 4.00 GB memory installed.
The results show that the shape map PNG files set occupied only 12.0% of the storage room for
Point-cloud ASCII text (TXT) files. And it contained more sampling points, which was 3.66 times of the
original files averagely. By decreasing the value of Stepx and Stepy, it can increase resolution further,
but the size of the shape map PNG file will increase simultaneously.
Table 1. Comparison between point-cloud format and shape map format.

Storage room
Sampled point

Point-cloud format
16.30 MB (average 0.217 MB
per file)
average 5550 unevenly
distributed points

Shape map format
1.95 MB (average 0.026 MB
per PNG file)
20,301 evenly distributed
points

Another advantage for the shape map is that it presents the human scanning file in graphic, which is
more intuitive than number. For example, the figure 8 shows two shape map files for sample A and B.
It is visualized that the size of A is bigger than B as the overall brightness of A is higher than B, and A
has a more obvious belly as the lower middle section of A is brighter compared to the surrounding
area.
Refer to sections 2.1 and 2.2, the Gridfit method ensures that the original sample points
Pointaligned(x,y,z) are on the estimated surface, but the original points cannot be accessed directly. It
needs to be interpolated using the 4 surrounding Pointgrid(x’’,y’’,z’’).

A

B
Fig. 8. Two shape map files: A (upper) and B (lower)
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4. Future work
The shape map converting module has been developed in Matlab, however it is designed to convert
one part of the body each time (see figure 1 right). Our future work involves the design of a higher level
module to work with the full body scanning files by joining all the parts back.
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